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(TO BE PRINTED ON RS. 100/- STAMP PAPER)
I
Resident of
Do hereby solemnly declare that.
1. Certificate No
the sum Cover of PKR

issued by Dawood Family Takaful Limited, in my favour with
has been lost.

2. I have made diligent search for the same and I am unable to find the said documents.
3. I have not assigned. pledged or in any other way parted or dealt with the said certificate or done
anything which could create any encumbrance, lien or charge thereon and that I am absolutely
entitled to the benefits and all money secured thereby free from any charge or encumbrance
whatsoever.
4. I undertake to return the said Certificate Documents to the Dawood Takaful Family if I find it at
any time.
5. I, now request Dawood Family Takaful Limited to issue a duplicate document of the said Certificate
and assure DFTL that the ownership in the Certificate still vests with me and the ownership or any
rights under the said Certificate has not been transferred or assigned to any other person or body.
I do hereby agree to provide to DFTL an indemnity to the effect that I will hold DFTL harmless from
any liability or loss caused to DFTL on account of their issuing a duplicate Certificate Document, and
paying any money or incurring any loss or liability in respect thereof.
NOW THEREFORE THE DFTL HAVING AGREED TO ISSUE A DUPLICATE CERTIFICATE in
lieu of the lost Certificate No
I, hereby agree to undertake at all time
to indemnify the DFTL against all actions, proceedings, claims and whatsoever at any time,
commenced or prosecuted against DFTL, and against all losses costs, charges, damages and
expenses which DFTL shall incur, spend, or be put into, by any person or persons having or
claiming any right titles or interests in to or under the said certificate or the money thereby secured
or by reason of any other matter, cause or things concerning the same or in any way related
thereto and of such costs, charges and expenses relating to the disbursements made on the basis
of the said Certificate of Family Takaful.
signed at
This
Day of
201

Signature of Certificate holder
1) Witness (Sales Manager of DFTL or above)

2) Witness (not related with DFTL )
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